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same plane with it. A body which regularly reflects a large amount of light from its surface is called
a mirror. The smoother the surface of the medium against which these waves strike, the better the
reflection; hence mirrors are made of solids which admit of a very high polish, as glass and some of
the metals. Mirrors are either plane or curved. Of the curved there are two kinds, --the concave and
the convex. Plane Mirrors.--Experiment 64.--Direct a beam of light into a darkened room through a
small hole, and trace its course by dust particles, then place a plane mirror on a table so that these
rays may strike it, as in Fig. 60, and note direction of the reflected rays. With a protractor placed so
that its 90-degree mark takes the direction BP, determine the angles of incidence and...
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A fresh electronic book with a brand new perspective. It is actually rally exciting throgh reading period of time. I am easily will get a enjoyment of looking
at a composed pdf.
-- Elea nor e Er nser-- Elea nor e Er nser

These kinds of ebook is almost everything and got me to seeking ahead of time plus more. It really is filled with wisdom and knowledge I discovered this
book from my i and dad advised this publication to learn.
-- Sonny B er g str om-- Sonny B er g str om
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